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Upon learning of this year’s topic, Leadership and Legacy, I immediately wanted to pick
a topic that’s legacy is relevant to America today. I also wanted to select a topic that has history
local to Los Angeles so I could have access to primary documents. While researching many
California leaders I found William Mulholland. Mulholland’s pride and joy, the Los Angeles
Aqueduct, is directly related to the drought that California is currently experiencing, which
impacts everyone in the state including myself. This was the perfect topic because Mulholland
was an amazing leader, has relevance to today’s drought, and has a controversial legacy that had
potential for deep research and multiple points of view. As I researched, I found that Mulholland
was not an entirely ethical leader, and this fact intrigued me and encouraged me to focus my
project on Mulholland’s legacy, both beneficial and detrimental, for Los Angeles.
I found many primary and secondary sources for my exhibit. Some of the best primary
sources were from Mulholland’s granddaughter’s novel “William Mulholland and The Rise of
Los Angeles”. The biography’s “works cited” section led me to resources from the Los Angeles
Department of Water and Power, and many historical Southern California archives. Additionally,
the UCLA Library has an archive specifically for the LA Aqueduct, which provided excellent
primary sources.
After competing last year in the exhibit category, I knew I wanted to compete in it again.
This project is excellent for an exhibit because it has many photographs and visuals, including
the aqueduct. For the board, I purchased rustic wood and constructed a tri-fold with a base and
roof. The information flows chronologically along the aqueduct, which was cut from foam and
covered with imitation water. The roof of the exhibit holds the title, hanging from chain, and has
lights to illuminate the back of the board. The base represents the contrast today between the

Central California side, complete with an image of an arid farm, and the Southern California
side, with turf and a plastic pool.
My exhibit directly relates to the theme Leadership and Legacy because it centers on
William Mulholland’s leadership and his controversial legacy. Mulholland led thousands of men
in the construction of the Los Angeles Aqueduct. He also used his leadership and determination
to sell the idea of the aqueduct to the Los Angeles City Council, pass several bond measures to
fund the project, and buy (albeit illegally) the land and necessary water rights. His legacy was
beneficial to Los Angeles, as he built the aqueduct that allowed the city to grow exponentially
and become the hub of industry it is today. However, his legacy was also detrimental because his
aqueduct destroyed the ecosystem of the Owens Lake. He took all of the land and water rights
away from the people of the Owens Valley. He gave money to the rich landowners, and took it
from the poor farmers, making an early contribution to the present 1% / 99% economic
phenomenon in California.
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